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ABSTRACT 
Weight is an important property of an automotive since it affects directly the 
fuel consumption, carbon dioxide emission and the performance of acceleration 
of the vehicle. The weight of a vehicle is obviously the sum of the weights of all 
of the systems, subsystems and components of the whole vehicle, reflects a 
universal choice for the weight of each component. In general, a lighter vehicle 
means it has the possibility to reach a higher performance of acceleration and 
also fuel consumption and the CO2 emission, since the mass of the vehicle is 
lower and therefore the power and the energy that needed for accelerating the 
vehicle is lower and the rolling resist which depends on the weight of the vehicle 
is lower. In a certain automotive segment, comparing with the average, a vehicle 
with a lower weight but has sufficient even better performances will be a 
successful product in target setting point of view. 

For a system or, a subsystem or, a single component, its performance is linked 
more or less with its mass. In people’s mind, a heavier component or system 
should have a better performance than a lighter one. It is generally true however 
not exactly. In some case a system with a lower mass may have a better 
performance due to its special design and/or materials. Starting from this, a 
concept of weight efficiency is drawn. Similar with price/performance ratio 
which people usually talk about, the weight efficiency is the ratio between the 
considered performance and the weight of the corresponding system/subsystem 
or certain components to assess the effectiveness of the weight. For automotive 
weight management, when we say performances, one significant step is 
evaluating the weight efficiency for one or more performances. The weight 
efficiency is a powerful tool for target setting of a new product and product 
planning. 

For facing the facts that the less and less petrol resources of the earth and the 
increase of the greenhouse effect, the whole automotive industry plays a non-
substitutable role. For conventional fuel vehicles, reducing weight, or increasing 
the weight efficiency, is the necessary consideration to deal with the problem of 
fuel consumption and to reach the CO2 emission target. In the last decade, more 
and more countries started and prepared to introduce policies to encourage wide 
range application of battery electric vehicles (BEV). BEV has advantages of 
zero in-situ emission and high energy conversion efficiency. However, the two 
biggest drawbacks of BEV are its short range compared with conventional 
vehicles and the high weight of its battery pack. Therefore, for weight 
management of a BEV in the field of performances, not only traditional 
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performances but also the performance about range, i.e. autonomy performance, 
should be taken into account. Also, how to handle the relationship between the 
weight of the battery pack and the range covered by the vehicle is a challenge 
for both battery pack suppliers and OEMs. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction to Weight Management 

The contains of this chapter come from the internal harmonized documents and 
standards of FCA for the area EMEA. This chapter is only for introducing the 
activities needed for weight management inside FCA. 

1.1 Weight management process 
Weight management is to define the operation rules, the institutional 
tasks/targets for the management of the vehicle weight during the various phases 
of the development process. Starting from the concept phase, weight 
management process is accompanied with all of the phases of production 
development process. The activities of weight management is shown in Figure 
1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1, Weight management process overview. 

In weight management process, benchmarking, target setting, weight tracking, 
weight reductions and risk management, production audit and homologation are 
the main activities. The criteria of them inside FCA will be introduced in this 
chapter below briefly. 
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1.2 Benchmarking 
The purpose of benchmarking is to analyse the vehicles of competitors and 
collect data to be used in the target definition process. A competitive assessment 
of competitor vehicles allows for generation of the ideas for weight reduction.  

Benchmarking is typically performed between concept definition and target 
definition phases to align with the target setting process. It should be payed 
attention that, benchmarking could have a long period may continue until Job 1. 

Several tools are utilized by the weight engineer for performing the analysis. 
The most powerful tools for weight management are density chart and absolute 
weight chart. They will be introduced briefly below. 

1.2.1 Density chart 

A density chart is a plot of the base weight (FCA definition, the weight of the 
vehicle including standard equipment and full fluids and it does not include 
passengers, cargo or any optional equipment) versus the volume or foot print of 
the studied vehicles. The use of a density chart is to study the competitive 
market and to define the reference competitor defined in the target setting 
process, based on weight. The density chart should include the vehicles 
identified as the main competitors for the Product Briefing published by Vehicle 
Line Product Planning. 

An example of density chart is shown in Figure 1.2 below. In the chart, several 
products, including FCA’s and competitors’ vehicles, are represented as points 
whose coordinates depend on the weight and the volume of the corresponding 
vehicle. The parallel lines which have a certain inclination are isodensity lines, 
to assist to recognize the density state of a certain vehicle or to compare the 
density states of two or more vehicles. If a vehicle lies on or near an isodensity 
line which has a lower position, it means that this vehicle has a better 
weight/volume efficiency. 

The data used for constructing density chart should be retrieved from reliable 
sources and properly normalized based on comparable models with similar 
powertrain, trim level, contents, etc. Some examples of data sources: 

- For dimensions: Dimensional Portfolio document (official FCA EMEA 
source); 
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- For weight: measurements of sample vehicles; A2mac1; Sala Analisi 
Concorrenza database (the database of EMEA vehicles production 
weights). 

 

Figure 1.2, Example of density chart. 

1.2.2 Absolute weight chart 

The absolute weight chart is a plot of the weight of competitors’ vehicles also 
based on the comparable vehicles with similar powertrain, trim level, contents, 
etc. The purpose of absolute weight chart is to analyse the market status. An 
example of absolute weight chart is shown below in Figure 1.3. 

1.3 Target setting 
The purpose of target setting process is to determine the weight target for each 
system. It starts from the concept phase and ends at the target definition phase. It 
should be noticed that the target setting processes for new vehicle and carryover 
vehicle are different. 

The summarized weight target setting processes for new vehicle and carryover 
vehicle are shown in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5 below respectively. 
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Figure 1.3, Example of absolute weight chart. 

 

 

Figure 1.4, Target setting process for new vehicle. 
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Figure 1.5, Target setting process for carryover vehicle. 

Comparing the two processes listed above, the different between the target 
setting process for new vehicle and the one for carryover vehicle is the selection 
of the reference vehicle. In the process for the new vehicle, the reference vehicle, 
as a task, is based on the benchmarking activities. The exist old model is utilized 
as the reference vehicle for the carryover vehicle instead. 

Some major steps will be described in the following briefly. 

1.3.1 Test weight class charts (Fuel economy charts) 

This step is the task which is under the guidance of the fuel economy target 
drawn by VIR. The purpose of the test weight class charts is to determine the 
feasibility to meet the test class. Test weight class charts plot the columns of 
possible targets to be assigned to every configuration (version) according to the 
fuel economy target provided by the VIR. The charts show the test weight class 
limits with contingencies. Typically, +2% for EMEA TWC limits, in order to 
keep a 1% contingency versus the regulatory limit and margin. An example is 
shown in Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6, Example of test weight lass chart (for EMEA). 

1.3.2 Preliminary vehicle targets 

From Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5, the preliminary vehicle target setting is driven 
by the mains factors that are the fuel economy plan and the target test weight 
classes and market competitiveness, for both new vehicle and carryover vehicle. 
In addition, for carryover vehicle, carryover components should be taken into 
account. 

The test weight class charts (fuel economy charts) are used to determine the 
feasibility of the fuel economy target test weight class. Meanwhile, the density 
charts are used to evaluate the weight/volume efficiency of the competitors. 

1.3.3 Reference competitor analysis 

When the reference competitor is assured, the reference competitor weight is 
necessary to be analysed in detail in order to support the weight target proposal 
definition. The weight engineer should perform an analysis of the reference 
competitor. The analysis includes a detailed breakdown of the weight grouped 
according to the official FCA OSS systems and subsystems structure. This 
allows for an analysis of the reference competitor weight by system/subsystem. 

The delta weight for every size, performance, dimension, powertrain contains 
should be evaluated by the weight engineer. The analysis should include an 
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assessment of the quality performance. The targets are reviewed with the group 
System and Components. 

1.3.4 Weight walk to target 

A “weight walk to target” analysis could be represented in the form of graph and 
it is performed to establish the proposed weight target. The weight walk to target 
is developed based on the reference competitor (or exist vehicle) and delta 
weight. As a final step, weight reductions are investigated in order to achieve the 
preliminary weight target. An example of weight walk to target is shown in 
Figure 1.7. 

 

Figure 1.7, Example of weight walk to target. 

1.3.5 Proposed target review and target approval 

The competitive comparisons, of which the input is provided by the group 
Systems and Components, are used for target review. Target adjustments are 
made for valid reasons such as meeting fuel economy targets and to maintain 
competitiveness. Director approval is required for non-competitive target 
modifications. After the approval, the approved finalized weight targets are 
communicated in a bulletin. 
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1.4 Weight tracking 
This step is not leaded by the weight engineer but the released and design 
engineer since the purpose of weight tracking is to provide feedback to the 
Model Responsible, VIR and the Platform for target status. It starts from the 
approved concept direction phase and continues to style approval phase of the 
development process. 

For the weight engineer in this step, one of the main activities is to monitor the 
weight status of the project during the whole product development process. 
Beginning at the end of strategic definition phase, the weight engineer 
periodically obtains the weight status from the group System and Components 
for every subsystem.  

As the programme proceeds, the accuracy of the weight status increases from 
estimations to actual production weights weighed components. 

1.5 Weight reductions and risk management 
The aim is to identify opportunities of weight savings and track weight increase 
risks through the weight management process. It is lasted through Job 1 and 
leaded by weight engineer with support from Project Responsible (PR). 

Unallocated weight reduction task is distributed to functional areas bases on 
percentage of new part weight. Feasibility to achieve weight reduction is 
assessed based on risks and opportunities identified. Opportunities are 
established based on brainstorming, competitive analysis and technology 
improvements identified for each system. Risks are established which may 
negatively impact the functional area. 

PRs provide status on risks and opportunities and define the weight impact, 
feasibility, timing, cost and application. An example of the document used to 
show the status of weight reduction is shown in Figure 1.8. 

 

Figure 1.8, Example of weight reductions and risks template. 
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For every opportunity, it is necessary to include the weight, timing, confidence 
levels and costs/investments required for implementation.  

1.6 Production audit 
The weight engineer should confirm the weight of production vehicles with the 
support from the vehicle assembly plants. Actual production weights are 
required to comply with governmental regulations. The production audit starts at 
VP and continues throughout the life of the vehicle programme.  

Production audit is accompanied with three phases of the production process: 

- Process verification phase. Weight measurement required on 100% of VP 
pilot vehicles, to confirm the weight status; 

- Production readiness phase. Weight measurement required on 50% of PS 
vehicles, to refine the weight status; 

- After Job 1. Production weight will be measured on a minimum of 1% of 
vehicles. For EMEA, 1% audit of vehicles is recommended. 

Vehicle must be at final production curb weight (including all components and 
fluids and without payload) prior to alignment. The equipment should measure 
the four corner weight. 

The weight engineer is responsible to manage the audit information received by 
the plant, apply proper normalizations (if necessary), and create reports with 
statistical analysis i.e. average weight, standard deviation. 

1.7 Homologation 
The purpose is to specify the homologation process to meet the weight 
certification requirements for various markets including EMEA, Japan and 
Australia. The weight management process aligns to the timing specified by the 
homologation department between VP and Job 1. The homologated weight is 
utilized for estimating fuel consumption by NEDC and WLTP. 

Weight engineer is responsible for completing a homologation template. There 
are unique requirements and templates for various regions. 

A template contains the homologation weight (front/rear), GAWRs/GVWR 
(GAWR: gross axle weight rating, is the maximum allowable weight to be 
placed on the individual axle system, front or rear; GVWR: gross vehicle weight 
rating, is the maximum allowable vehicle weight, including driver, passengers, 
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optional equipment, cargo, fuel, etc.) and max options weight (front/rear) along 
with the regulatory standards required for certification. 

Moreover, a template utilized for EMEA also contains the weight of front and 
rear axle, with the considerations of combinations of the presence of driver and 
passengers, the weight of optional parts, the weight of towing hook, the weight 
of gross trailer and loaded trailer. 

The homologated values could be found also in User Manuals. A page of the 
user manual of FIAT 500 is shown in Figure 1.9. 

 

Figure 1.9, Page of weight of FIAT 500 user manual (Italian version).  
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CHAPTER 2 
Weight versus Performance 

2.1 Weight status of a vehicle 
The purpose of the activity “weight versus performance” is to link certain 
performances of the vehicle with the corresponding 
systems/subsystems/components in order to evaluate the weight efficiencies of 
the considered performances of the vehicle for target setting. For weight versus 
performance, the aim is to make performances with a higher weight efficiency, 
i.e. higher performances with the as lower as possible corresponding weights. 
Not only the weight efficiency of the vehicle which is developing should be 
considered but also the competitors’ vehicles in order to perform the 
benchmarking and the next steps of target setting. 

Weight status of a developing vehicle and its systems/subsystems/components is 
significant for benchmarking. The weight status is the weight of a vehicle (or 
system/subsystem/component) at a particular timing during the development. 
Depending on the phase of the programme, the weight status of the components 
will have a different weight type i.e. design estimation, design actual weight and 
actual physical production weight. And the physical production part weight is 
considered the best weight type that the component confirms to the drawing 
itself. Periodically, the weight status should be compared to the corresponding 
target in order to confirm any deviation. During the development of a vehicle, 
the weight of a subsystem will consist of sum of the weight of each individual 
component. For each component, the best weight type must be considered to 
determine the most accurate weight status. A system weight status is the sum of 
all subsystems. The vehicle weight status is the sum of all systems. 

Weight statuses of the developing vehicle and the competitors’ vehicles should 
be concluded for benchmarking and analysing in detail. For a developing vehicle, 
its weight status is monitored in different developing phases. For a competitor’s 
vehicle, the weight of the whole vehicle and of each 
system/subsystem/component are gathered from A2mac1. The weight status of 
each system/subsystem/component are organized according to the official FCA 
OSS structure in order to perform benchmarking with the developing vehicles. 
Since the weight data of competitors’ vehicles are from A2mac1 AutoReverse 
teardown environment, the weight type of competitors’ vehicles is the physical 
production part weight. 
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An example of a finished weight status report of competitor’s vehicle in implicit 
form is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1, Weight status report of Peugeot 3008. 

According to the official FCA OSS system, a vehicle consists of the systems of: 

- Attached to INTERIORS: HVAC system, interiors, noise insulation; 
- Attached to RESTRAINTS: restraints; 
- Attached to CHASSIS: vehicle suspension, steering, pedal box; 
- Attached to BODY: underbody & front end structure bumpers, body shell, 

body external accessories, door accessories, paints and sealers, mounting: 
assembly and parts undefined by the system; 

- Attached to ELECTRICS & ELECTRONICS: informatics, electrics, 
energy, security, driving aid; 

- Attached to ENGINE SYSTEM: fuel system, air induction, cooling 
system, exhaust; 

- Attached to POWERTRAIN: engine, engine integration, gearbox, 
powertrain transmission & integration. 

The base curb weight of a vehicle is the weight of the vehicle including all 
components and fluids and without any occupant, optional equipment and 
luggage. 
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The use of every part of a vehicle should be marked by its subsystem label in 
order to make a weight status report for a developing vehicle or a competitor’s 
vehicle. Usually the name defined by FCA or A2mac1, shape, position and 
material of each part are checked and analysed for evaluating its use and 
ownership of subsystem. 

For a competitor’s vehicle of which the weight data is acquired from A2mac1 
teardown environment, the weight status report could be made based on the bill 
of materials provided by A2mac1. An example is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2, Label matching based on bill of materials. 

Each part of the teardown should be labelled for the next analyses. For 
convenience, when some parts and/or several lower level subsystems have the 
same label, the label could be added for the higher level of subsystem which 
contains them and does not contain any other lower level subsystem and/or part 
with different labels. The numerical value of weight of each labelled row then is 
able to recorded and summed together. 

The sum is equal to the base curb weight of the studied vehicle if there is no 
recording error, since the weight of a higher level subsystem consists of the 
weight of the lower level subsystems and independent parts which the higher 
level subsystem contains. For the labels, each of them represents one subsystem 
which is defined by FCA OSS system. 
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In Figure 2.2, for example, row 1580 is recorded as steering wheel controls and 
have the parts of left and right which are recorded by row 1581 and 1582 
respectively. Since both left and right parts belong to the same kind of 
subsystem, which is electric/electronic commands and buttons, represented by 
the label “4ELE” defined by FCA OSS system, the label could be matched for 
the row 1580. 

It is inconvenient to show all of the meanings of the labels in the thesis due to 
the confidentiality agreement. 

2.2 Rules of the approach 
In order to regulate the benchmarking activities during combining weights with 
performances for one or more vehicles, several rules should be obeyed. The 
rules described following come from the internal standard of FCA. 

In practice, one subsystem may affect more than one performances of the 
vehicle. Starting from this point, the first rule is drawn: if two or more 
performances are affected by the same subsystem, the contributions of the 
weight of the subsystem for different performances must be weighted in a 
reasonable way. Here it can use an example to explain more. Bonnet inner frame 
has a medium impact to high speed front crash and a high impact to low speed 
front crash. If a vehicle has a bonnet inner frame with the weight of 3.5 kg, the 
total weight could be split into 1.2 kg and 2.3 kg for accounting the weight 
contributions to high speed front crash and low speed front crash respectively. 

The second rule is that, weight contributions to performances of subsystems 
must be updated by occurrence when one or more performances are taken into 
account. Therefore, it can be concluded that, combining with the first rule, the 
weight status of a vehicle must be the same both in the forms of 
systems/subsystems/components and contributions of performances. 

To fulfil the conclusion mentioned in last paragraph, it is reasonable to create an 
additional kind of performances called “other” in order to link the weights of the 
components which does not have any contribution to the considered 
performances. This is the main contains of the third rule. 

The fourth rule indicates that the transformation law between weights and 
parameters should be defined in a way that obeys “higher is better” logic, for 
comparing the efficiencies of the subsystems between different vehicles in radar 
graph representation in a convenient way. Finally, a measure of hole weight 
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efficiency of a vehicle is given by the geometric mean of the values of points on 
the radar graph. 

2.3 Performances and their representations 
Several main performances of a vehicle are taken into account for benchmarking 
for weight management. For a conventional car, usually the considered 
performances are: 

- Safety performances, including front high speed crash, front low speed 
crash, rear high speed crash, rear low speed crash and side high speed 
crash; 

- HVAC performance; 
- Aerodynamic performance; 
- Powertrain performance; 
- NVH performance. 

For a BEV, the performances above are also taken into account and, in addition, 
the autonomy performance, which describes the range covered by the vehicle 
after charging. In this chapter the autonomy performance of BEV will be 
skipped. It will be described deeply in chapter 3. 

In order to perform analysis of performances, it is necessary to quantize the 
performances by their corresponded parameters. Inside FCA, quantizing activity 
should be assisted by other departments, i.e. Safety, Aerothermal, Powertrain 
and NVH, for acquiring the parameters needed for analyses in the different 
phases of development. Not only the developing vehicles’ parameters should be 
tracked but also the competitors’ should be gathered from several sources. 

The parameters which are necessary to be acquired are: 

- Euro NCAP ratings, include adult occupant protection in frontal impact 
rating, adult occupant protection in side impact rating, total adult occupant 
rating (both points and percentage), pedestrian rating (in percentage), for 
safety performances; 

- Dimensions, SAE standard, for safety performances and HVAC 
performance; 

- Drag area, which is drag coefficient multiplied by frontal area, for 
aerodynamic performance; 

- Horse power, for powertrain performance; 
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- Acceleration time from 0 to 100 km/h in seconds, for powertrain 
performance; 

- Customer Care Profiles (CCP), which are internal subjective ratings 
evaluated and utilized inside FCA, of HVAC and NVH performances. 

The parameters should come from reliable sources, such as: 

- For Euro NCAP ratings: Euro NCAP official website; 
- For dimensions: A2mac1, Dimensional Portfolio documents (official FCA 

EMEA source); 
- For drag area: data from Aerothermal department and reliable websites; 
- For horse power and acceleration time: official announcements of 

competitors; 

The performances should be represented in a numerical form by their 
corresponded parameters, in order to perform comparisons between different 
vehicles. The numbers which represent performances are called coefficients. For 
the performances mentioned above, except the autonomy performance which 
will be described in detail in chapter 3, the coefficients are calculated in a 
suitable way in order to evaluate the performances. In this chapter the 
calculation method of the coefficients described in Table 2.1 is an old version 
used inside FCA. 

Where in Table 2.1, the definition of dimensions is based on the SAE standard. 
The three dimensional reference system defined by SAE is shown in Figure 2.3. 
The most significant dimensions are W103, W117 and W20-1. W103 is the 
maximum vehicle width which represents the maximum lateral distance between 
the widest points on the vehicle, including all trim and hardware except the 
mirrors [1]. SgRP is a specific and unique H-point established by the 
manufacturer as the design seat reference point for a given designated seating 
position [1]. W117 is front body width at seating reference point SgRP, which 
means the maximum lateral distance between the natural shape of the vehicle 
through the SgRP-Front X-plane, excluding door handles, running boards, door 
protection moldings, or any local protrusion [1]. W20-1 represents SgRP Y 
coordinate for the driver [1]. Moreover, L101 is the wheel base, H100 is the 
maximum distance on the body in white normal to ground exclude all hardware 
and trim. The locations of the relevant dimensions are shown in Figure 2.3-2.5. 
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Performance Coefficient 

Front high speed 
crash 

(Euro NCAP adult occupant protection in frontal impact rating ∕ 
Full marks of Euro NCAP adult occupant rating of the published 

year) ∕ W103 

Front low speed crash Euro NACP pedestrian rating · W103 

Rear high speed crash 1 ∕ W103 

Rear low speed crash 1 ∕ W103 

Side crash 
(Euro NCAP adult occupant protection in side impact rating ∕ 

Full marks of Euro NACP adult occupant rating of the published 
year) ∕ (W117 ∕ 2 – W20-1) 

HVAC HVAC CCP · Roominess index 

Aerodynamic 1 ∕ (Drag coefficient · Frontal area) 

Powertrain Weight to power ratio ∕ Acceleration time from 0 to 100 km/h in 
seconds 

NVH NVH CCP 

Other L101 · W103 · (H100 – Clearance to ground) 

Table 2.1, Performances and corresponded coefficients. 
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Figure 2.3, SAE defined three-dimensional system [1]. 

 

Figure 2.4, SAE standard vehicle widths [1]. 

 

Figure 2.5, SAE standard vehicle exterior height [1]. 
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Roominess index is an index which describes the cabin room of a vehicle by 
combining several internal dimensions of the vehicle and it is an internal 
standard inside FCA. In order to introduce the internal dimensions which are 
involved into the calculation of roominess index, some additional definitions 
should be introduced. 

The use of H-Point Machine (HPM-II) is mandatory to define and measure the 
following definitions of dimensions in SAE J1100 document. The point in the 
lateral centre plane of the shoe tool at the bottom rear of the shoe heel is defined 
as heel of shoe (HOS) [1]. When HOS is properly positioned on the depressed 
floor covering, it defines the location of accelerator heel point (AHP) for the 
driver and floor reference point (FRP) for passengers [1]. The point on the 
lateral centreline of the shoe 203 mm from HOS is defined as ball of foot (BOF) 
[1]. BOFRP is the ball of foot reference point, which is a vehicle reference point 
coincident with the driver’s BOF location when: the flat portion of the bottom of 
shoe is coplanar with the driver’s shoe plane; the driver’s heel of shoe is on the 
driver’s depressed floor covering; the BOF lies on the accelerator pedal 
centreline when the centreline is projected to the shoe plane [1]. These points 
defined above are shown visually in Figure 2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6, Visual representation of the points by using HPM-II [1]. 

For passenger rows, the plane normal to the Y-Plane, established by the bottom 
of shoe contacting the floor, with the heel of shoe on the depressed floor 
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covering at the floor reference point is called floor plane. The floor plane angle 
(FPA) is the angle of the floor plane measured from the horizontal [1]. 

Roominess index involves the dimensions of L99-1, L51-2, H30-1, H30-2, H61-
1, H61-2, W3-1, W3-2 to describe the space of the cabin in a quantitative form. 
The definitions of these dimensions are given in the Table 2.2. The visual 
representations are shown in Figure 2.7-2.10. 

Code Dimension Definition 

L99-1 Driver’s BOF to 
SgRP – Front 

The longitudinal distance (horizontal to grid) between the 
driver’s BOF and driver’s SgRP. 

L51-2 
Effective Leg 

Room 
(Passengers) 

The planar distance as measured on a Y-plane from the ankle 
point to the SgRP, plus 254 mm, with the heel of the shoe at 

the FRP and the bottom of the shoe oriented at the FPA for the 
second row outboard passenger. 

H30-1 Seat Height – 
Front 

The vertical distance from SgRP to AHP. Measure with floor 
mats if they are standard equipment. 

H30-2 Seat Height – 
Second 

The vertical distance from SgRP to FRP of the second row. 
Measure with floor mats if they are standard equipment. 

H61-1 Effective Head 
Room – Front 

The distance along a line 8 degrees rear of vertical from the 
SgRP to the first limiting surface (headlining, molding, sunroof 

shade, etc.), plus 102 mm, for the first row. 

H61-2 Effective Head 
Room – Second 

The distance along a line 8 degrees rear of vertical from the 
SgRP to the first limiting surface (headlining, molding, sunroof 

shade, etc.), plus 102 mm., for the second row. 

W3-1 Shoulder Room – 
Front 

The minimum lateral distance between the trimmed door or 
quarter trim surfaces within the measurement zone, for the first 

row. The zone lies between the beltline and 254 mm above 
SgRP, on the X-plane through SgRP. The door assist strap is 

excluded. 

W3-2 Shoulder Room – 
Second The same with W3-1, but for the second row. 

Table 2.2, Definitions of the dimensions needed for calculating roominess index 
[1]. 
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Figure 2.7, Visual representation of L99-1 and other dimensions and points [1]. 

 

 

Figure 2.8, Visual representation of L51-2 and other dimensions and points [1]. 
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Figure 2.9, Visual representation of H30 and H61 and other dimensions and 
points, at driver’s position [1]. 

 

Figure 2.10, Visual representation of W3-1 and other dimensions, lines and 
points, at driver’s position [1]. 
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Since the Euro NCAP adult occupant rating might be alternated for different 
year of publication, it is convenient to use the ratio between the detailed rating 
needed for analysing and the total adult rating of the published year to estimate 
the absolute performance of the considered rating (frontal impact or lateral 
impact in the thesis). The full marks of Euro NCAP adult occupant rating of the 
published year is calculated as the ratio between the total adult occupant rating 
of a model tested in the published year and the percentage of the points gained 
by that model. For example, the estimated full marks of Euro NCAP adult 
occupant rating of 2012 is calculated as the ratio between 31.9 and 89% in 
Figure 2.11, and the estimated full marks of the year 2015 is calculated as the 
ratio between 32.7 and 85% in Figure 2.12. 

 

Figure 2.11, Rating, percentage and partial detailed points of Nissan Leaf tested 
in 2012 [2]. 
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Figure 2.12, Rating, percentage and partial detailed points of Hyundai i20 tested 
in 2015 [3]. 

During the year 2015, Euro NCAP changed the evaluating method for adult 
protection in front impact: frontal offset deformable impact was not the only 
method but also the front full width impact. Although the method changed, the 
total rating for adult front impact protection remained constant and became that 
frontal offset deformable impact occupies one half of the rating and front full 
width impact occupies another half. Therefore, for the models which are tested 
before 2015, the adult occupant protection in frontal impact rating is considered 
as the the frontal offset deformable barrier points; for the models which are 
tested in and after 2015, the adult occupant protection in frontal impact rating is 
considered as the sum of frontal offset deformable barrier points and frontal full 
width points. 

It is better to use the Euro NCAP results of the model of which the model year is 
the same with the studied model. If it is not possible, the Euro NCAP results of 
the old version of the studied model are allowable if the studied model is 
structurally identical to its old version which has a Euro NCAP rating. 

2.4 Linking weight with performance 

2.4.1 Main components contribute to the considered performances 

Next some main components contribute to the considered performances will be 
listed briefly. 
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2.4.1.1 Main components contribute to high speed front crash 

For the body, front cross beam system and front longitudinal rails have high 
impact to the performance of high speed front crash obviously. And also the side 
sills, of both under body and upper body, and the whole A-pillars and the upper 
beams of the driver and passenger doors give a high contribution. The front floor 
and the bonnet inner frame have a medium impact. 

Chassis also affects the performance of high speed front crash, especially the 
sub frame of front suspension and the steering column which have medium 
impact and high impact respectively. 

Restraint systems, seats frame, dashboard and dashboard structure have a high 
impact to the protection when high speed front crash occurs. Therefore, their 
weights are necessary to be considered when considering the performance of 
high speed front crash. 

2.4.1.2 Main components contribute to low speed front crash 

The whole bumper of a vehicle plays a significant role in low speed front crash 
and also the bonnet inner frame. Since the performance of low speed front crash 
focuses mainly on pedestrian protection, the components of body structure are 
rarely considered except the front cross beam system. In addition, windscreen 
has a medium impact to the pedestrian protection. 

2.4.1.3 Main components contribute to high speed rear crash 

As the energy absorbing and anti-crash components, rear bumper cross beam, 
crash box and rear longitudinal rails give high impact to rear high speed crash. 
In addition, rear trunk floor has medium contribution to resisting rear high speed 
crash. The whole rear suspension system has a medium contribution and rear 
wheels have a high contribution to high speed rear crash performance. 

Similar with their functions during high speed front crash, seat frames for each 
row affect occupants protection deeply especially for anti-whiplash when high 
speed rear protection occurs so that they must be taken into consideration. 

2.4.1.4 Main components contribute to low speed rear crash 

The rear longitudinal rails also give high contribution to the performance of low 
speed rear crash. And similar with the importance in low speed front crash, rear 
bumper is significant when we talk about rear low speed crash. 
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The components of seats which are produced according to just-in-time 
methodology are considered important since shocks can be absorbed and 
reduced by them during low speed crash therefore good for occupant protection. 

2.4.1.5 Main components contribute to high speed side crash 

The sills and the whole body side should be taken into consideration obviously. 
Moreover, doors and their latches are significant. For the whole seats, frames 
have higher impacts than just-in-time components. Also the internal trims and 
restraints cannot be ignored. 

2.4.1.6 Main components contribute to HVAC comfort 

The whole HVAC module has high impact to HVAC comfort without any 
additional description also the air ducts inside dashboard and air vents which are 
attached to dashboard. On bumper, grille plays an important role, which is 
always missed by people, to the inner climate comfort. 

2.4.1.7 Main components contribute to aerodynamics 

External trims affect aerodynamic performance deeply, especially the front air 
dams, side air curtains, underbody shields and rear spoiler or wing. 

2.4.1.8 Main components contribute to powertrain performance 

Engine and its accessories, gearbox, transmissions and differentials are the 
powertrain components. Naturally their performances consist the performance of 
the whole powertrain. 

2.4.2 Representing weight status in performance form 

The weight statuses of studied vehicles should be listed at the same time for 
comparing intuitively. In this chapter and chapter 3, Renault ZOE ZE Intens 
2013 and Nissan Leaf SV 2017 are utilized as studied models. Figure 2.13 
shows the weight statuses of the two vehicles. 
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Figure 2.13, Weight statuses of Renault ZOE ZE Intens 2013 and Nissan Leaf 
SV 2017. 

The weight status of each subsystem for the studied vehicles, which is organized 
according to FCA OSS structure, should be weighted based on the contribution 
of the corresponded subsystem to the considered performances. The 
contributions of the subsystems are represented by numbers and managed 
carefully. The examples of weight statues of the subsystems and the 
contributions of the subsystems are shown in Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 
respectively. In Figure 2.15, the absolute value of a cell is linked directly with 
the importance of the corresponded subsystem for the corresponded 
performance. The positive values of a subsystem for all performances are 
summed together and then put in the last column as total contribution to all 
performances. If a subsystem with the sum of contribution values not greater 
than 1 for all of the performances except “other”, the contribution of this 
subsystem to “other” will be set to the value which makes the total contribution 
to 1. The negative values of a subsystem are not taken into account to the value 
of total contribution. They are only for indicating that, this subsystem has no 
contribution to the corresponded performance but without it the corresponded 
performance will be better. 

The weight of a subsystem will be split and distributed to the relative 
performances, according to the ratio of each corresponded positive contribution 
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in the total contribution value, for evaluating efficiency in the next steps of 
analysis. An example is shown in Figure 2.16. 

Also the weights of some specific subsystems/components, especially the 
teardown of BIW, are attached to the subsystem sorted according to FCA OSS 
structure, should be analysed separately and split from the weight of their 
corresponded subsystem sorted according to FCA OSS structure to maintain the 
weight balance in the form of performance. Figure 2.17, Figure 2.18, Figure 
2.19 show the examples of weight statuses, contributions and split weight 
distributed to performances. 

Since the whole work sheet is too large and the work sheet is protected by the 
confidentiality agreement, only the parts relevant to the system “INTERIOR” of 
the sheet are shown are the form of screenshot in the thesis. It is not convenient 
to describe the work sheet exhaustively. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14, Weight statuses of subsystems of interiors. 
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Figure 2.15, Contributions of the subsystems. 

 

Figure 2.16, Split weights contribute to performances. 

 

Figure 2.17, Weight statuses of specific subsystems/components needed to be 
analysed separately. 
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Figure 2.18 Contributions of specific subsystems/components needed to be 
analysed separately. 

 

Figure 2.19, Split weights of specific subsystems/components needed to be 
analysed separately distributed to performances. 

  WEIGHT 

  

Renault 
Zoe ZE 
Intens 
2013 

Nissan 
Leaf SV 
2017 

Front 
HS 191,3 190,8 

Front LS 50,7 48,4 
Rear HS 88,4 100,6 
Rear LS 34,6 33,6 

Side HS 106,8 109,1 
HVAC 18,8 18,5 
AERO 16,4 20,5 

PWT 181,1 157,9 
AUT 270,4 287,6 

NVH 163,9 160,7 
OTHER 343,0 398,7 

	 	 	
TOT 1465,2 1526,2 

Figure 2.20, Weight statuses represented in performance form. 

The sum of weights contributes to all of the performances include “other”, or 
described by another phrase, vehicle’s weight status in the form of performance, 
should equal to the vehicle’s weight status in the 
systems/subsystems/components form. That obeys the second rule which was 
described in section 2.2. The example of weight statuses represented in the form 
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of performance is shown in Figure 2.20, in which “HS” means high speed crash; 
“LS” means low speed crash; “AERO” represents aerodynamics; “PWT” 
represents powertrain; “AUT” represents autonomy; “TOT” means total. These 
acronyms are applicable for all of the sections and chapters in this thesis. 

2.4.3 Radar graph and whole weight efficiency 

Once the numerical representations of the performances and the weight statuses 
represented in performance form of the studied vehicle are ready, weights and 
performances could be combined together to consider the relative weight 
efficiency for each performance to plot the radar graph. For each performance, 
the relative weight efficiency of a studied vehicle is the ratio between the 
coefficient, i.e. the numerical representation of the performance, and the weight 
contributes to the performance of the vehicle divided by the one of the reference 
vehicle. Figure 2.21 shows the weight statuses, coefficients and the relative 
weight efficiencies of Renault ZOE ZE Intens 2013 and Nissan Leaf SV 2017. 
In the example, the model Nissan Leaf SV 2017 is set as the reference vehicle. 

  WEIGHT Coefficients Relative weight efficiency 

  

Renault 
Zoe ZE 
Intens 
2013 

Nissan 
Leaf SV 
2017 

Renault 
Zoe ZE 
Intens 
2013 

Nissan 
Leaf SV 
2017 

Renault Zoe 
ZE Intens 

2013 

Nissan Leaf 
SV 2017 

Front 
HS 191,3 190,8 0,25 0,21 1,16 1,00 

Front LS 50,7 48,4 1,14 1,15 0,94 1,00 

Rear HS 88,4 100,6 0,58 0,56 1,17 1,00 
Rear LS 34,6 33,6 0,58 0,56 1,00 1,00 
Side HS 106,8 109,1 0,74 0,80 0,95 1,00 

HVAC 18,8 18,5 22,21 19,34 1,13 1,00 
AERO 16,4 20,5 1,33 1,32 1,27 1,00 

PWT 181,1 157,9 1,26 1,24 0,89 1,00 
AUT 270,4 287,6 0,44 0,41 1,15 1,00 
NVH 163,9 160,7 7,00 7,00 0,98 1,00 

OTHER 343,0 398,7 6,32 6,61 1,11 1,00 

Figure 2.21, Weight statuses, coefficients and relative weight efficiencies. 

Since Nissan Leaf SV 2017 is the reference vehicle, its relative weight 
efficiencies for all of the performances are 1. 

The radar graph is based on relative weight efficiencies. The radar graph of the 
two vehicles is shown in Figure 2.22. 
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A measurement of overall relative weight efficiency of a vehicle is given by the 
geometrical mean of all of the relative weight efficiencies of the chosen vehicle. 
After calculation, the overall relative efficiency of Renault ZOE is 1.06. 

 

Figure 2.22, Radar graph of the studied vehicles. 

2.5 Weight target setting 
Thanks to the representation of weight status in performance form, there are two 
possible ways to set the weight target of a new vehicle. One solution is that keep 
the weight of the developing vehicle which contributes to each performance 
equal to the one of the reference vehicle meanwhile increase the performances 
as much as possible. The other way is that keep each determined performance of 
the developing vehicle as the one of the reference vehicle meanwhile control the 
weight to a level as lower as possible than the reference. An example of weight 
target setting is shown below by Figure 2.23, for the solution number 1, Figure 
2.24, for the solution number 2, and Figure 2.25, the radar graph. Here also the 
model Nissan Leaf SV 2017 is utilized as the reference vehicle. 

In practice, these two solutions are combined together for controlling weight and 
reaching a higher weight efficiency for each performance since it is not easy to 
modify a certain performance without changing any weight of the whole vehicle. 
Moreover, the cost of the developing vehicle should be taken into account since 
it will spend more to reach a higher performance, especially accompanied with 
weight reduction, of a system/subsystem/component. 
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WEIGHT Coefficients Relative weight efficiency 

 

Nissan 
Leaf SV 
2017 

New 
vehicle 1 

Nissan 
Leaf SV 
2017 

New 
vehicle 1 

Nissan Leaf 
SV 2017 

New 
vehicle 1 

Front 
HS 190,8 190,8 0,21 0,26 1,00 1,20 

Front LS 48,4 48,4 1,15 1,27 1,00 1,10 
Rear HS 100,6 100,6 0,56 0,56 1,00 1,00 

Rear LS 33,6 33,6 0,56 0,56 1,00 1,00 
Side HS 109,1 109,1 0,80 0,80 1,00 1,00 

HVAC 18,5 18,5 19,34 18,37 1,00 0,95 
AERO 20,5 20,5 1,32 1,45 1,00 1,10 
PWT 157,9 157,9 1,24 1,24 1,00 1,00 

AUT 287,6 287,6 0,41 0,61 1,00 1,50 
NVH 160,7 160,7 7,00 6,50 1,00 0,93 

OTHER 398,7 398,7 6,61 6,61 1,00 1,00 

Figure 2.23, Example of weight target setting using solution 1. 

  WEIGHT Coefficients Relative weight efficiency 

  
Nissan 
Leaf SV 
2017 

New 
vehicle 2 

Nissan 
Leaf SV 
2017 

New 
vehicle 2 

Nissan Leaf 
SV 2017 

New 
vehicle 2 

Front 
HS 190,8 185,8 0,21 0,21 1,00 1,03 

Front LS 48,4 43,4 1,15 1,15 1,00 1,12 

Rear HS 100,6 95,6 0,56 0,56 1,00 1,05 
Rear LS 33,6 28,6 0,56 0,56 1,00 1,17 

Side HS 109,1 104,1 0,80 0,80 1,00 1,05 
HVAC 18,5 18,5 19,34 19,34 1,00 1,00 
AERO 20,5 19,0 1,32 1,32 1,00 1,08 

PWT 157,9 142,9 1,24 1,24 1,00 1,10 
AUT 287,6 252,6 0,41 0,41 1,00 1,14 
NVH 160,7 165,7 7,00 7,00 1,00 0,97 

OTHER 398,7 378,7 6,61 6,61 1,00 1,05 

Figure 2.24, Example of weight target setting using solution 2. 
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Figure 2.25, Radar graph of the studied vehicles. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Battery and Autonomy Performance of BEV 

3.1 Introduction to BEV 
Electric vehicles first appeared in the middle of 19th century. The first BEV was 
seen on the road shortly after the invention of rechargeable lead-acid batteries 
and electric motors in the late 1800s [4]. An electric vehicle held the vehicular 
land speed record until around 1900. Finally, due to the high cost, low top speed 
and especially short range, i.e. bad autonomy performance, of BEVs, compared 
to later ICE vehicles led to a worldwide decline in their use [5]. 

Thanks to the fast-developing technologies, the drawback of top speed was 
solved to an acceptable situation. Nowadays some models of BEV even have 
better performance in the field of top speed and acceleration than a conventional 
car in the same segment. As of March 2017, the model Tesla Model S P100D 
variant holds the record for the fastest acceleration of any production 
vehicle with a NHRA rolling start to 60 mph (97 km/h) in Motor Trend tests 
with 2.28 seconds (0 to 100 km/h in 2.36 seconds) in ludicrous mode [6]. And it 
was said by Tesla that the model Tesla Roadster model year 2020 will have an 
acceleration performance of 0-60 mph in 1.9 seconds, 0-70 mph (0-113 km/h) in 
2.0 seconds and 0-100 mph (0-161 km/h) in 4.2 seconds. Moreover, it was 
claimed that the top speed of Roadster model year 2020 will be above 250 mph 
(400 km/h) [7]. 

The effect of the other two disadvantages of BEV performance becomes weaker 
and weaker. However, the cost and autonomy performance should be still 
carefully managed by automotive OEMs especially for autonomy performance 
to gain competitive positions of their products in the market. 

On the contrary, BEV has several advantages compared to conventional ICE 
powered vehicle and they are the reasons why BEVs are promoted by 
governments around the world. One of the main advantages is the high energy 
conversion efficiency. For an electric motor of a BEV, the electric energy 
converted to mechanical energy for driving the vehicle could be up to 90% 
which is much higher than the fuel conversion efficiency for a conventional ICE 
powered vehicle. Another main advantage is the emission. A BEV has zero in-
situ emission, since the energy for driving the vehicle comes from the electric 
energy stored in battery pack rather than from chemical combustion processes of 
fuels. For the emissions produced, a BEV has a clean level as the one of the 
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method used to produce the electricity. A study shows that the amount of 
emissions from the least clean electricity grid is comparable to the best 
conventional vehicles while the emissions from the clean grid is much less than 
the amount produced by hybrid vehicles [8]. 

Battery pack is linked with the autonomy performance of a BEV directly. A 
battery pack with higher specific energy (the ratio between the energy capacity 
and the weight of the battery pack) and lower density is preferred for OEMs to 
equip on their products in autonomy point of view since certain autonomy 
performance could be guaranteed with a lower weight of the vehicle. However, 
the autonomy performance of a BEV is not only affected by the energy capacity 
and not only described directly by the maximum range when the vehicle is fully 
charged. In this chapter, the following will start from introducing battery pack 
briefly to giving a solution for evaluating autonomy performance for BEV. 

3.2 Battery packs 

3.2.1 Battery chemistry 

The revolution of the chemistry of the battery for BEV has been continuing from 
the time when BEV first appeared. Nowadays, there are two major kinds of 
battery technologies utilized in electric vehicles are nickel metal hydride (NiMH) 
and lithium ion (Li-ion) [6]. 

For NiMH batteries, metal hydride (MH), which is a special type of intermetallic 
alloy capable of chemically absorbing and releasing hydrogen, is the active 
material in the negative electrode. The most widely used MH in NiMH currently 
is the AB5 alloy with a CaCu5 crystal structure, where A is a mixture of La, Ce, 
Pr and Nd, and B is composed of Ni, Co, Mn and Al. The active material in the 
positive electrode is Ni(OH)2. The separator is typically made from grafted 
polyethylene (PE)/polypropylene (PP) non-woven fabric. The commonly used 
electrolyte is 30 wt.% KOH aqueous solution with a pH value of about 14.3. In 
some special designs for particular applications, certain amount of NaOH and 
LiOH are also added onto the electrolyte [9]. 

During charging, water is split into protons (H+) and hydroxide ions (OH-) by 
the voltage supplied from the charging unit. The proton enters the negative 
electrode, neutralizes with the electron supplied by the charging unit through the 
current collector, and hops between adjacent storage sites by the quantum 
mechanics tunnelling. The voltage is equivalent to the applied hydrogen 
pressure in a gas phase reaction and will remain at a near-constant value before 
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protons occupy all of the available sites. OH- generated by charging will add to 
the OH- already present in the KOH electrolyte. On the surface of the positive 
electrode, some OH- will recombine with protons coming from the Ni(OH)2 and 
form water molecules [9]. The complete reaction for charging is as follows: 

M + Ni(OH)2 → MH + NiOOH 

A schematic example of the process described above is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1, Schematic example of the charging operation of a NiMH battery [9]. 

The whole process is reversed during discharging. 

 

Figure 3.2, Schematic example of the charging operation of a Li-ion battery [9]. 

For Li-ion batteries, a similar schematic example is shown in Figure 3.2. The 
complete chemical reaction of the cell during charging, if graphite is used as the 
active material in the negative electrode, is: 

C6 + LiMO2 → LiC6 +MO2 
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The active material in the positive electrode is a Li-containing metal oxide, 
which is similar to Ni(OH)2 in the NiMH battery but replaces the hydrogen with 
lithium [9]. During charging, Li ions, driven by the potential difference supplied 
by the charging unit, intercalate into the interlayer region of graphite [9]. The 
arrangement of Li+ in graphite is coordinated by the surface-electrolyte-interface 
(SEI) layer, which is formed during the initial activation process [9]. The Li+ 
hops onto the surface, moves through the electrolyte, and finally arrives at the 
negative electrode [9]. The oxidation state of the host metal will increase and 
return electrons to the outside circuitry [9]. During discharging, the process is 
reversed. Li ions now move from the intercalation sites in the negative electrode 
to the electrolyte and then to the original site in the LiMO2 crystal, where “M” is 
Co, Ni or Mn. The commonly used electrolyte is a mixture of organic carbonates 
such as ethylene carbonate, dimethyl carbonate, and diethyl carbonate 
containing lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) [9]. The separator is a 
multilayer structure from PP, which provides oxidation resistance, and PE, 
which provides a high-speed shutdown in the case of a short [9]. 

3.2.2 Electrode materials for Li-ion batteries 

Currently all hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) available in the market today use 
NiMH batteries because of its mature technology [9]. However, Li-ion batteries 
have become the standard power source for a wide range of electric/electrical 
devices including BEV due to their high energy density, which is 5 times greater 
than the one of lead-acid and twice the one of NiMH batteries [10]. Moreover, 
the advantages of low self-discharge rate, long cycle life and wide operating 
temperature range [11] suit the needs of BEVs and make Li-ion batteries have a 
dominant position in the applications to BEVs. In this section, the materials of 
different Li-ion batteries will be introduced. 

For Li-ion batteries, the materials for electrodes especially for cathode, decide 
the performances of the battery deeply. A brief description of different types of 
active cathode material used for BEV battery is shown in Table 3.1. 

Among the cathode materials, LiCoO2 is the most popular one used in consumer 
product [9]. It has good capacity and cycle life but expensive and unsafe [9]. 
LiMn2O4 is commonly used in cell phones and in automobile (for example the 
battery pack of Nissan Leaf). It has the advantages of low cost and rate 
capability but also has the disadvantages of poor cycle and calendar life and 
relatively low specific capacity [9]. LiFePO4 has the highest safety level and a 
low cost [9]. It also has the advantages of high power capability and long cycle 
life [9]. But it suffers from the problems of low calendar life and low capacity 
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for both energy and voltage [9]. The advantages for both NMC (compound of Li, 
Ni, Mn, Co and O) and NCA (compound of Li, Ni, Co, Al and O) are the cost 
and capacity however NCA has safety concerns [9].  

Material Specific capacity, 
mAh/g 

Voltage versus 
Li+/Li, V 

LiCoO2 160 3.7 

LiMn2O4 130 4.0 

LiFePO4 140 3.3 

NMC 180 4.2 

NCA 185 4.2 

Table 3.1, Li-ion battery cathode materials and their properties [9]. 

The choices of the materials for anode is not so wide in the application point of 
view. Graphite is the most common material for anode, since it has a relatively 
high specific energy and a low cost. A graphite anode has an unstable SEI layer 
[12] especially at higher state of charges (SOCs) and a temperature higher than 
40°, causes a severe performance degradation especially in the output power [9]. 
Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) or similar Li-Ti oxides provide longer cycle life and calendar 
life than graphite but the specific capacity and higher voltage are drawbacks. 
Silicon for anode is still in research stage. It has low voltage and extremely large 
specific capacity however large volume expansion during charging needed to be 
solved [9]. 

3.2.3 Types of battery cell 

A battery pack for BEV consists of tens to thousands individual cells [13], for 
supplying the operation current, voltage and energy needed by the vehicle. The 
cells inside a battery pack are organized into modules i.e. one module contains 
several cells. An example of battery pack assembly is shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3, CAD representation of cells, modules and battery pack [13]. 

At present there are 3 kinds of cell utilized for BEV battery pack practically. 
Figure 3.4 shows a scheme of cylindrical cell, Figure 3.5 shows a scheme of 
prismatic cell and Figure 3.6 represents pouch cell. 

 

 

Figure 3.4, Scheme of cylindrical cell [14]. 
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Figure 3.5, Scheme of prismatic cell [14]. 

 

Figure 3.6, Scheme of pouch cell [14]. 

Cylindrical cells are widely utilized in consumer products such as laptop, power 
tools [13]. For automotive using, the interconnection and thermal management 
of cylindrical cells inside the battery pack should be highlighted. Pressure relief 
device should be integrated for safety reasons. 
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Prismatic cell has the advantages of structural stability, mechanical robustness 
and humidity protection [14]. Moreover, due to its shape, the packaging 
efficiency is higher than the one of cylindrical cell. And it also has the 
possibility to integrated with pressure relief vent. 

The packaging material for pouch cells is minimized, therefore pouch cells have 
potentially higher energy density than prismatic cells for the same chemistry 
type [14]. Due to the shape of pouch cell, the packing efficiency for contributing 
a battery package is even higher than the one of prismatic cells and convenient 
for thermal management, however it requires more complex module design and 
restrains inside the battery pack [14]. 

3.2.4 Battery packs of some models 

The information about battery packs of some BEVs at present are listed here in 
Table 3.2. 

Model Cell/module 
manufacturer 

Cathode 
material Cell type 

Renault ZOE LG Chem NMC Pouch 

Nissan Leaf AESC LiMn2O4 based Pouch 

VW e-Up! Panasonic NMC Prismatic 

BMW i3 Samsung SDI NMC Prismatic 

Table 3.2, Information about some battery packs [15-19]. 

The material NMC has several advantages and without obvious drawbacks 
which are described in the section 3.2.2 and that might be the reason why 
several OEMs and battery manufacturers adopted NMC as the cathode material 
for their lasted products. 

3.3 A method for evaluating autonomy performance of BEV 
The method which will be introduced in this section consists of the evaluation of 
two coefficients. The idea of the coefficients is started from how long of the 
distance can be covered by a BEV after a certain time of charging. The charging 
can be sorted into two general modes: long-time charging and short-time 
charging. The long-time charging is based on the maximum range for which the 
vehicle could cover. The short-time charging, which is based on the autonomy 
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of the vehicle after charging for one hour, takes the combination of different 
charging modes into account. The two modes respectively consider the 
condition that the user stays in a place of residence meanwhile the vehicle is 
charging, and the condition that the user charges the vehicle outside from home 
or use the car for emergency conditions which does not have sufficient time for 
charging. 

3.3.1 Long-time autonomy coefficient 

The long-time autonomy coefficient represents how many NEDC cycles can be 
covered theoretically by the vehicle when the battery is fully charged. It is 
represented as: 

𝐶" =
𝑎

10.932 

where: 

- 𝑎: autonomy (in km) of the fully charged BEV; 

- 10.932: theoretical distance (in km) of NEDC cycle [20]. 

3.3.2 Short-time autonomy coefficient 

The short-time autonomy coefficient is for the short-time charging. Similar with 
the theory for the short-time autonomy coefficient, it means that how many 
NEDC urban cycles can be covered theoretically by the BEV after 1 hour 
combined charging. The formula is: 

𝐶+ = 	
𝑝. ∙ 𝑎.0

.
3.9761  

where: 

- 𝑖: number of the considered charging mode; 

- 𝑛: total number of available charging mode; 

- 𝑝.: portion of the charging time of the corresponding charging mode 𝑖 
according to the arithmetic progression; 

- 𝑎.: autonomy (in km) of 1 hour charging of the corresponding mode 𝑖; 

- 3.9761: distance (in km) of the part UDC ECE-15 of NEDC (0-780 s 
interval, to simulate the urban driving condition) [20]. 
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The purpose of applying arithmetic progression is to take a general accessibility 
of different charging modes into account. From customer point of view, a mode 
with a lower charging power means more economical and more convenient 
charging devices of the corresponding charging mode. And for a mode with a 
higher charging power, vice versa. Therefore, the lower the charging power, the 
higher the portion of the corresponding mode; the higher the charging power, 
the lower the portion of the corresponding mode. 

It is worth to describe the portion 𝑝. in details. Consider an arithmetic 
progression of which the sum is 1, according to its property:  

𝑡6 + 𝑡0 ∙ 𝑛
2 = 1 

where 𝑖 is the term number, 𝑡. is the i-th term, 𝑛 is the total number of terms. 

Back to the application, if the portions of charging mode are considered as the 
terms of arithmetic progression: 

𝑝6 + 𝑝0 ∙ 𝑛
2 = 1 

where 𝑝6 is the portion of the mode with the lowest charging power, 𝑝0 is the 
portion of the mode with the highest charging power, 𝑛 is the total number of 
charging mode but also the total number of terms of the progression. It should 
be noticed that, the equation cannot be solved since there is only one equation 
but there are two unknowns ( 𝑝6, 𝑝0). One way to solve the problem is that 
inserting one “0” as a nominal last term of the progression and therefore the total 
number of terms becomes 𝑛 + 1. Following this, the equation becomes: 

𝑝6 + 0 ∙ (𝑛 + 1)
2 = 1 

In this way the portion of the mode with the lowest charging power can be 
calculated as: 

𝑝6 =
2

𝑛 + 1 

 Since the last term is 0, the common difference is: 

𝑑 = −
𝑝6
𝑛  
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Notice that the common difference is negative, means that a mode with a higher 
charging power has a lower portion. The reason was mentioned above. 

After several steps of algebraic calculation, the general formula of portions of 
charging modes is: 

𝑝. =
2(𝑛 − 𝑖 + 1)
(𝑛 + 1) ∙ 𝑛  

Putting the general formula into the formula of the short-time autonomy 
coefficient described above, the explicit expression is: 

𝐶+ = 	
2(𝑛 − 𝑖 + 1) ∙ 𝑎.0

.
3.9761(𝑛 + 1) ∙ 𝑛  

where: 

- 𝑖: number of charging mode; 

- 𝑛: total number of charging mode; 

- 𝑎.: autonomy (in km) of 1 hour charging of the corresponding mode 𝑖; 

- 3.9761: distance (in km) of the part UDC ECE-15 of NEDC (0-780 s 
interval, to simulate the urban driving condition) [20]. 

3.3.3 Total autonomy coefficient and transformation law 

For total autonomy coefficient: 

𝐶 = 	
𝐶" + 𝐶+
𝐸=,?/𝑉

	 

where: 

- 𝐸=,?: total energy capacity of the battery pack, in kWh; 

- 𝑉: volume of the battery pack, in m3. 

One thing should be noticed that both long-time and short-time autonomy 
coefficients 𝐶", 𝐶+ are no-unit numbers. The unit of the coefficient is m3∕ kWh. 

For the transformation law, it is necessary to divide the total coefficient by the 
weight of battery, for which the unit becomes m3∕ (kWh· kg). The new value can 
be analysed that, to make it easy to be understood, with the same range 
performances: 
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- the lower the energy capacity of the battery; 

- the lower the weight of the battery; 

- the higher the volume of the battery; 

- or, another way to explain, the lower the density of the battery, 

the higher the efficiency of the battery. And also this transformation law follows 
the logic “higher is better” and obeys the forth rule which was introduced in the 
part 2.2. 

3.4 Application of the method 
The evaluation of the total coefficient mentioned in 3.3.3 needs the data about 
range and batteries. Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 contain the charging time of 
Renault ZOE ZE Intens 2013 and Nissan Leaf SV 2017 respectively with 
different available charging powers. The charging powers are numbered, with 
value increasing, starting from 1. Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 list the data of the two 
models needed for analysing autonomy performance. 

In Table 3.6, since the accurate volumes of the battery packs of the studied 
vehicles are not available temporarily, volume parameter, of which the value 
depends on the shape of battery pack, is introduced for calculating the volume of 
battery packs with width, height and length. If the accurate volume is available, 
the volume parameter should be abandoned. The dimensions and the images of 
battery packs shown below come from A2mac1 AutoReverse environment. 

 

 

Charging power Charging time Charging mode number 

2.3 kW 10-11 h 1 

3.7 kW 6.5 h 2 

7.4 kW 3 h 3 

11 kW 2 h 4 

22 kW 1 h 5 

Table 3.3, Charging time of Renault ZOE ZE Intens 2013 [21]. 
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Charging power Charging time Charging mode number 

2.3 kW 13 h 1 

3.7 kW 8.1 h 2 

7.4 kW 4 h 3 

unknown 80% in 45 min 4 

Table 3.4, Charging time of Nissan Leaf SV 2017 [22]. 

 

Model Renault ZOE Intens 2013 Nissan Leaf SV 2017 

Full autonomy 240 km 250 km 

Autonomy after one hour 
charging with charging 

mode number 1 
15 km 15 km 

Autonomy after one hour 
charging with charging 

mode number 2 
26 km 25 km 

Autonomy after one hour 
charging with charging 

mode number 3 
52 km 50 km 

Autonomy after one hour 
charging with charging 

mode number 4 
76 km 250 km 

Autonomy after one hour 
charging with charging 

mode number 5 
155 km N/A 

Table 3.5, Autonomy data of the analysed models [21, 22]. 
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Model Renault ZOE Intens 2013 Nissan Leaf SV 2017 

Energy storage 22 kWh 30 kWh 

Width 1228 mm 1126 mm 

Height 330 mm 335 mm 

Length 1620 mm 1540 mm 

Volume parameter 0.45 0.6 

Rough estimated volume 295.42 L 348.54 L 

Weight 278.474 kg 295.706 kg 

Table 3.6, Battery pack data of the analysed models. 

 

Figure 3.7, Front view of the battery pack of Renault ZOE ZE Intens 2013. 

 

Figure 3.8, Side view of the battery pack of Renault ZOE ZE Intens 2013. 
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Figure 3.9, Profile view of the battery pack of Renault ZOE ZE Intens 2013. 

 

Figure 3.10, Front view of the battery pack of Nissan Leaf SV 2017. 

 

Figure 3.11, Front view of the battery pack of Nissan Leaf SV 2017. 
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Figure 3.12, Profile view of the battery pack of Nissan Leaf SV 2017. 

Table 3.7 shows the coefficients about autonomy of the two studied model after 
calculation. 

For weight status in performance form, only battery pack has contribution to 
autonomy performance. Moreover, the weight of battery pack should not be 
totally counted for autonomy performance but should be split in a way also for 
the contribution to powertrain performance since the voltage and the current 
supplied by battery pack affect directly the output torque and angular speed of 
the electric motor and the battery management system is integrated in the battery 
pack. A suitable way for splitting is shown in Figure 3.13. 

Model 
Shor-time 
autonomy 
coefficient 

Long-time 
autonomy 
coefficient 

Total coefficient 

Renault ZOE ZE 
Intens 2013 10.76 21.95 0.439 

Nissan Leaf SV 
2017 12.20 22.87 0.407 

Table 3.7, Coefficients after calculations. 

 

Figure 3.13, Contributions of battery pack. 
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Figure 3.14, Split weights of battery pack contribute to powertrain and 
autonomy performances. 

Finally, as shown in Figure 2.10, section 2.4.3, the weight efficiency about 
autonomy performance of Renault ZOE Intens 2013 relative to Nissan Leaf SV 
2017 is 1.15. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Conclusions 

4.1 Conclusion about the approach 
In general, the approach which links weight and performances used in chapter 2 
is powerful enough for benchmarking in the weight and performance point of 
view, even though the performance coefficient calculation method is an old and 
draft version. If the calculation method of coefficients, except the one for 
autonomy performance which is described in chapter 3, is improved into a more 
precise way, the result of benchmarking will be more realistic therefore it will 
have a higher possibility for cost and weight reduction and performance 
improvement. 

This kind of approach can also be utilized for other performances of passenger 
vehicle which were not taken into account in chapter 2 and chapter 3 before. For 
example, handling performance and drivability could be added for analysis, like 
autonomy performance which is an additional performance for suiting the 
development of BEV described in chapter 3, to study the vehicles which are 
aimed at the field of handling. 

Furthermore, not only passenger vehicles but also commercial vehicles even 
industrial vehicles have the possibility to use this kind of approach for weight 
management since the differences between passenger cars and other kinds of 
vehicles, as we say the relationship between weight and performance, are only 
the studied performances or evaluation methods of performances in the 
developing phase due to the different functions of different kinds of vehicle. 

4.2 Conclusion about the method for evaluating autonomy 
performance of BEV 
The method which was described in chapter 3 is precise enough to describe the 
autonomy performance especially the efficiency, which involves weight, density 
and volumetric energy density, of the battery pack of a BEV in a comprehensive 
way that the method considers not only the explicit need, which is the maximum 
range of the vehicle, of customers but also takes the applicable charging 
processes of the vehicle as an implicit demand of customers during the actual 
use into account. Moreover, all of the data needed for evaluation are easily to be 
gathered in reliable ways, for example the maximum range and the range after 
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charging for one hour respected to different charging modes, even though the 
data are numerous. 

During some test applications to the development of new product, this method 
provides powerful and realistic results for various segments of BEV. After the 
considerations of several professionals and managers, this method will be 
adopted as an internal standard by FCA. 
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